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5-Paragraph Essays 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Paragraph 1 - Introduction 
-Introduce topic 

-Three supportive ideas (A, B, C) 
-Thesis Statement 

 

Paragraph Two – Introduce first supportive idea 
(A) with three pieces of evidence 

Topic sentence 
-Evidence 
-Evidence 
-Evidence 

-Concluding Sentence 
 

Paragraph Three – Introduce first supportive 
idea (B) with three pieces of evidence 

Topic sentence 
-Evidence 
-Evidence 
-Evidence 

-Concluding Sentence 
 

Paragraph Four – Introduce first supportive idea 
(C) with three pieces of evidence 

Topic sentence 
-Evidence 
-Evidence 
-Evidence 

-Concluding Sentence 
 

Paragraph Five – Conclusion 
-Restate the thesis statement 

-Recap the three main supportive ideas (A, B, C) 
-Concluding statement 
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Expository Essay 
 

Black is beautiful: three simple words that say so much.  It is an affirmation, a 
declaration, and a phrase of emancipation.  In this essay, I will explain why Black is beautiful by 
focusing on three areas: our strength and resilience, our style, and our diversity.  Ultimately, I 
argue that the beauty of Blackness is an indisputable fact. 

We are a strong and resilient people.  Despite centuries of continuing exploitation, we 
continue to maintain and develop our culture. The Trans-Atlantic Trade in Human Beings carried 
Black people to every corner of the globe.  Once there, we continued our traditions, fought 
against oppression, and worked to adjust to new environments.  Today, even in the midst of a 
constant attack on our ways of life, we continue to struggle for our freedom through music, art, 
politics, and spirituality.   

We pursue our freedom with so much style.  Black people make ordinary things 
extraordinary.  Our words take on new meanings.  Our clothes come to life.  Our music takes 
over our whole bodies.  All over the world, Black culture sets the trends for popular culture.  We 
are artists.  We understand that what you do is not as important as how you do it.  No matter the 
opposition, we live our lives according to a code of style.   

Beyond having style, Black people are the most diverse people on the planet. We come 
from many places, speak many languages, and bear many shades and complexions, yet still 
identify as Black.  We acknowledge our differences while understanding that we are connected 
by something larger: a heritage rooted in Africa.  These differences enhance our beauty by 
demonstrating each individual’s unique approach to this broader identity. 

The beauty of Blackness is undeniable.  We are a strong and resilient people who have 
withstood the trials and tribulations of time.  We have approached life with so much style that the 
world has forever been altered and left to ask us how we do it.  Instead of folding, we multiplied, 
taking on diverse forms and shapes, yet still holding on to our central identity. Our beauty is not 
to make us conceited.  Rather, it is to serve as a source of pride and a motivation for working 
together to free ourselves from oppression.  There is so much ugliness in the world, and the 
conditions of our people are by no means pretty.  But one thing that no one can deny is that 
Black surely is beautiful.   
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Narrative Essay 
 

We are often taught that confidence is a virtue.  It provides us firm ground to stand upon 
in this world of haters and naysayers.  “Be confident in everything you do,” they tell us.  “For if 
you aren’t, people will walk all over you.”  What they don’t tell us, however, is that there is such 
a thing as being over-confident, more commonly known as arrogance.  This arrogance, it turns 
out, can be as dangerous as having no confidence at all.  I had to learn the hard way. 

I was never a good basketball player.  In fact, I was always downright terrible.  My 
handle was so lose I often lost control, never knew which foot to leap off of for a lay up, and my 
shooting form had me looking like a one armed Praying Mantis.  It didn’t matter that there was a 
basketball court right across the street from my house.  I never got to get on.  The old guys were 
there in the morning, and the big kids were there in the afternoon.  Whenever my peers were on 
the court, they wouldn’t pick me.  In fact, they would rather play with one less man than have me 
on their team. 

The only team that would let me on was over at St. Mary’s—and they let everybody on.  
It’s true. There were 27 kids on the team.  Beyond that, they had a policy of letting every kid 
play at least one play per game.  That’s exactly what I saw all season: one play.  Towards the end 
of the year, though, I saw a little more action.  It was a rainy away game.  As we drove out there, 
sheets of water covered the windshield.  On top of that, it was colder than a Popsicle in the back 
of the freezer.  Only 7 players showed up, so I saw much more time than one play.  In fact, I 
played so much I actually scored two baskets!  Oh, you couldn’t tell me nothin’!  I was so happy 
that, when I got home, I ran to the park to prepare for the next night’s home game.  Since it was 
raining, there was no one on the court.  Just me, out there cold and wet, but determined to be the 
next Michael Jordan. 

The next night, we were at St. Mary’s—home court.  This was my house.  All these 
people in the stands must have heard about my superb performance from the night before and 
come to see me.  I wanted to build suspense, so I didn’t even warm up.  I just stayed in the locker 
room letting the crowd’s anticipation grow. Finally, it was time.  I had done so well the day 
before I was moved to starting position.  I was ready.  I slowly took of my warm ups, removing 
my sunshades last. Sunshades! As I walked onto the court, I think I even heard someone whisper, 
“that’s him.”  A slight smile graced my lips.  The whistle blew and the game began.  The first 
play of the game, the Point Guard passed me the ball.  Two men rushed me.  They must have 
heard about me, too.  I was boxed in between half-court and the sidelines, searching for options.  
Defenders’ arms flailed like the inside of a car wash.  The ball was burning in my hands.  Then, 
suddenly, the lights went out and a lone spotlight lit up the basket.  I closed my eyes and threw. 

I was never a good basketball player.  Years of being overlooked left me with a severe 
lack of confidence.  Then, one fateful afternoon, I scored 4 points and shot to the mountaintop of 
arrogance.  It didn’t last long.  I closed my eyes and threw that ball from half-court.  It didn’t get 
anywhere near the basket.  The buzzer sounded and I was taken out of the game.  Had I been a 
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little more humble, taken my “success” with a little more stride, things may have developed 
differently.  Instead, my arrogance brought me crashing down.  Until this day, I am still a terrible 
basketball player. 
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Descriptive Essay 
 

I love being Black.  I love Black people.  We have made an art out of living.  We turn the 
good, the bad, the ugly, and the beautiful into a tapestry of life that paints the whole world red, 
black, and green.  I love being Black.  If I had to describe one place that really captures the 
feeling of Blackness, it would be the African Street Festival in Brooklyn, New York, every 4th of 
July weekend.  The warm weather, Black love, and sense of freedom is enough to hold me over 
for the entire year. 

We love warm weather, and without fail, Mama Africa shares some of that homeland 
heat with the festival goers.  I’m talking hot: sweat on your brow hot; sun snooping over your 
shoulder and asking for a sip of your fruit smoothie hot!  People treat each other like the long-
lost family that we are as our melanin is activated in the open field of Commodore Barry Park.  
Greetings, handshakes, head nods and hugs hailing halos of kinky hair blown out into afros, 
twisted into locks, or braided into corn-rows. This is exactly what Roy Ayers was talking about 
when he said, “Everybody loves the sunshine/Folks get brown in the sunshine.” 

The heat seems to just pull us closer together and remind us who our kinfolk are.  There 
is a love in the air that grabs you up like a warm hug from Grandma.  It is precious.  In these 
times when we are confronted with hatred and denial, the festival provides an abundance of love.  
It’s in the smiles that stretch from ear to ear.  You hear it in the children laughing like they will 
be young forever.  You can smell it in the ackee and saltfish, the greens and yams, and the 
incense burning somewhere or everywhere.  You can see it in the shades and shades and shades 
of our people: from butterscotch and caramel to mahogany, chocolate, and ebony.  All of us are 
there, loving ourselves and loving each other for it.   

This love, this community, is enough to give us our very own taste of freedom.  Here, 
people ask about the well-being of each other’s children.  We make new friends.  We challenge 
people to games of chess, buy clothing that reflects our culture, and support Black businesses.  
We debate philosophies of Black liberation: self-defense, non-violence, socialism, Pan-
Africanism.  While everyone has their own ideas and opinions, we all agree on these three 
things: freedom is a must, it is inevitable, and it will feel like this.    

Thousands of people gather for the African Street Festival.  It is truly one of the best 
experiences I have each year.  It strengthens my love for Black people and affirms my mission to 
spend my life working for us.  At the festival we eat, we laugh, we dance, we sing, we shop, we 
rejoice.  But, most of all, we plan to meet each other again next year in the same place to 
experience, if nothing more, one weekend of warmth, love, and freedom. 
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Persuasive Essay 
 

From the time we are young, we are often told that a successful life is one filled with 
money, big houses, and fame.  Friends and family are important, but must always take a back 
seat to these material things.  “You can help them later,” they tell us.  But it seems as if the richer 
people get, the further they get away from their community and the lonelier they become.  This 
essay argues that true success is having a loving family and strong community.  As such, all of us 
should use our skills and talents to help our people and fulfill our purpose. 

In our culture, we understand that each of us comes to this life with a set of skills and a 
larger purpose.  Our objective in life is to use our skills to fulfill our purpose.  As African people, 
that purpose is always inherently linked to the well-being of our people.  When we use our skills 
to help our people, we strengthen our communities.  Money without purpose is useless.  Fame 
without purpose is dangerous.  Our goal is to discover our purpose and fulfill it by any means 
necessary. 
 There are those who will argue that the best way to help our people is to get into positions 
of power first.  While this may sound like a good argument, it is largely unfounded.  How you 
get somewhere is generally how you stay there.  Unfortunately, we often find that in order for 
Black individuals to get into “positions of power,” those individuals must sacrifice and betray 
their communities.  In order to stay in those positions, these individuals must continue doing the 
things that got them there: distancing themselves from other Black people.  This alienation 
prevents them from fulfilling their purpose and thus they live culturally unfulfilled lives. 
 Success is found in the quality of people you have around you, not in the quantity of 
money you have in the bank.  There is a story about a man who vowed to become a millionaire.  
He spent his days working to gain as much money as he could.  For years, he toiled away, 
ignoring phone calls from his siblings and denying invitations from his friends.  After a long 
time, he finally checked his bank account to confirm that he had in fact become a millionaire.  
He called his siblings to celebrate, but they had changed their numbers.  He invited his friends 
out for a glorious meal on him, but they said they had other things to do.  In the end, the only 
thing he had was his money.  It was then that he realized that his wealth, every last penny of it, 
was worthless.   
 Contrary to popular opinion, there are many things that money can’t buy.  Money can’t 
buy love, happiness, or peace.  I am certainly not arguing that money, big houses, or fame are 
bad things in and of themselves, and we should avoid them at all costs.  Rather, I am saying that 
they should not be our priority.  Our focus should always be discovering and fulfilling our 
purpose by using our skills—whatever they may be—to help our people.  If you do this, you will 
live a meaningful and successful life. 
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Short Story 
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Lyric Poetry 
 

We Real Cool – Gwendolyn Brooks 
 

The Pool Players. 
Seven at the Golden Shovel. 

 
We real cool. We 
Left school. We 
 
Lurk late. We 
Strike straight. We 
 
Sing sin. We 
Thin gin. We 
 
Jazz June. We 
Die soon. 

 
 
 

Harlem – Langston Hughes 
 

What happens to a dream deferred?  
 
      Does it dry up  
      like a raisin in the sun?  
      Or fester like a sore—  
      And then run?  
      Does it stink like rotten meat?  
      Or crust and sugar over—  
      like a syrupy sweet?  
 
      Maybe it just sags  
      like a heavy load.  
 
      Or does it explode? 
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Still I rise – Maya Angelou 

 
You may write me down in history 
With your bitter, twisted lies, 
You may tread me in the very dirt 
But still, like dust, I'll rise. 
 
Does my sassiness upset you?  
Why are you beset with gloom?  
'Cause I walk like I've got oil wells 
Pumping in my living room. 
 
Just like moons and like suns, 
With the certainty of tides, 
Just like hopes springing high, 
Still I'll rise. 
 
Did you want to see me broken?  
Bowed head and lowered eyes?  
Shoulders falling down like teardrops. 
Weakened by my soulful cries. 
 
Does my haughtiness offend you?  
Don't you take it awful hard 
'Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines 
Diggin' in my own back yard. 
 
You may shoot me with your words, 
You may cut me with your eyes, 
You may kill me with your hatefulness, 
But still, like air, I'll rise. 
 
Does my sexiness upset you?  
Does it come as a surprise 
That I dance like I've got diamonds 
At the meeting of my thighs?  
 
Out of the huts of history's shame 
I rise 
Up from a past that's rooted in pain 
I rise 
I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide, 
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide. 
Leaving behind nights of terror and fear 
I rise 
Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear 
I rise 
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, 
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I am the dream and the hope of the slave. 
I rise 
I rise 
I rise.  
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Haiku 
 
 
 

Haiku by Richard Wright 
 
1 
I am nobody: 
A red sinking autumn sun 
Took my name away 
 
20 
The dog’s violent sneeze 
Fails to rouse a single fly 
On his mangy back 
 
24 
The webs of spiders 
Sticking to my sweaty face 
In the dusty woods 
 
93 
Leaving its nest, 
The sparrow sinks a second, 
Then opens its wings 
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Praise poetry 
 
 
 

To the Ancestors (Dogon) 
 
Clearers of thornbush 
        Receive our morning greetings, 
You who graded clefts in the cliffs, 
        Receive our morning greetings, 
You who laid the cornerstone, 
       Receive our morning greetings, 
You who placed three hearthstones, 
       Receive our morning greetings, 
And you, women, who carried long-stemmed calabashes, 
       Receive our morning greetings 

 
 
 
 

Bantu Praise Poem 
 

I am the young lion! 
The wild animal with pad-feet and black back! 
Whose father has given up hope from the 
 Beginning and whose mother has wept for a long itme. 
I am the fine elephant of Mathubapulu, the finest 
 Elephant in the Matsaakhang. 
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Harriet Tubman – Eloise Greenfield 
 

Harriet Tubman didn’t take no stuff 
Wasn’t scared of nothing neither 
Didn’t come in this world to be no slave 
And wasn’t going to stay one neither 
 
Farewell she sang to her friends one night 
She was mighty sad to leave ‘em 
But she ran away that dark, hot night 
Ran looking for her freedom 
 
She ran to the woods and she ran through the woods 
With the slave catchers right behind her 
And she kept on running till she got to the North 
Where those mean men couldn’t find her 
 
Nineteen times she went back South 
To get three hundred others 
She ran for her freedom nineteen times 
To save Black sisters and brothers 
Harriet Tubman didn’t take no stuff 
Wasn’t scared of nothing neither 
Didn’t come in this world to be no slave 
And didn’t stay one neither 
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Letter Writing 
 
 
 
Dear Mama Assata, 
 

How are you?  It’s been quite a while since we’ve communicated, but I want you to know 
that I think about you all the time.  Whenever I feel sad or defeated, I just think about the things 
you’ve done, and it makes me feel stronger.  I remember how you said, “a wall is a wall. It can 
be broken down.”  It’s true.  No matter what we are going through, no matter what obstacles may 
be in our way, they can be broken down. 

Things here are moving along.  We are educating our children, honoring our ancestors, 
and learning life’s lessons from our elders.  You know, the world really has a lot of beauty, 
especially when we are taking care of each other and treating each other right.  We are going to 
be just fine. 

Anyway, I hope this letter find you well and strong. What are you reading?  What music 
have you been listening to?  What have you been doing for fun? When you can, please drop me a 
line letting me know how you are.   
 
Yours in struggle, 
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Literary Devices 
These are by no means all of the literary devices.  I encourage you to 
research each of these on your own and incorporate them into your own 
writing. 

  
 

Alliteration – The repetition of the first letter/sound on the same line 

Assonance – the repetition of vowel sounds 

Couplet – Two rhyming lines in a verse 

Hyperbole – exaggeration for dramatic effect 

Imagery – words to create an image in the reader’s mind 

Metaphor – Comparison between two unlike things (without like or as) 

Onomatopoeia – Words used to imitate sounds 

Personification – Giving a non-living thing qualities of something that is alive 

Repetition - the re-use of lines or phrases to emphasize important ideas 

Rhyme Scheme - The repetition of similar sounds.  It could happen at the end of a line, in the 

middle of a line, every other line, and so on. 

Simile – comparison of two unlike things (like or as) 

Stanzas - A series of lines grouped together and separated from other stanzas by an empty line.  

Think of it as poetry’s paragraph. 

Symbol – means more than itself and represents something else 

Tone/Mood – How the poet shows the feeling and attitude of the poem 

 


